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Business Transactions

Pecu Novus is an extremely useful tool as it relates to business transactions. PECU is 
a digital asset that is used for transactional purposes, a payment system that goes 
beyond what traditional payment systems can handle.

Since Pecu Novus has a blockchain foundation it radiates transparency in account-
ing, all transactions are public and a true accounting of all activity within the net-
work eliminates “The Check Is In The Mail” or potential fraud issues. With the 
dual and triple confirmation capability, it makes utilizing PECU for an acquisition, 
import/export, real estate acquisitions and more, simple, secure and concise.  

Utilizing the escrow system within the PECU digital wallets for businesses, a busi-
ness can place PECU in an escrow account for the benefit of the company being ac-
quired or the vendor and complete the due diligence period or wait for delivery of 
the goods without tying up their fiat currency. Since PECU is a digital asset that has 
a blockchain foundation, all transactions are clear, secure and permanently record-
ed with agreement information detailed within the block. 

All business to business PECU transfers are at no cost on the Pecu Novus Network, 
so from placing PECU in the escrow account to making the entire purchase utilizing 
PECU eliminates the need for unnecessary transactional fees. This could be a great 
savings for a company making an acquisition or importing goods and give comfort 
to a company to be acquired or the exporter of the goods, knowing that all transac-
tions and contractual conditions are recorded permanently within the blockchain 
and the escrow account has a timeline, agreed to by both parties, that is irreversible 
if all contractual conditions are met.

These are just helpful hints on how to leverage PECU holdings for mergers, acquisi-
tions, import/export and other business transactions.  

This document is for informational purposes only, it is highly recommended that you seek professional legal 
and/or accounting advice.


